village, with a river hurrying over a bed of weeds of wonderful
colors, spanned by a bridge constructed on the principle of the
Gothic arch, so as to extort from horses the maximum of effort
both when drawing carts up one side, and preventing the carts
from overrunning them when slithering precipitously down the
other.
This was Tilford, uninhabited as far as I could see except
by one man, whose surly looks asked me, more plainly than
words could, what the devil I wanted there. Then up another
hill between meeting house and church, and out upon an ex-
posed stretch of road where the rain and wind had an un-
obstructed final pelt at me. Salt is mistaken in supposing that
he lives at Tilford: as a matter of fact he lives considerably beyond
it; and I was on the point of turning whilst I had yet strength
enough left to get back to London, when he hailed me from
his door with a delighted shout of, "Here he is!" and beamed
at me as if my condition left nothing to be desired, and Tilford
had done itself the highest credit. In no time my clothes were
filling the kitchen with steam; and I, invested in some garments
belonging to Salt's brother-in-law, a promising poet whose
figure is somewhat dissimilar to mine, was distending myself
with my host's latest discoveries in local fungology.
My clothes dried fast. Quite early in the afternoon I put them
on again, and found them some two inches shorter and tighter,
but warm and desiccated. Nevertheless I had a fit of sneezing; and
Mrs Salt produced a bottle of spirits of camphor. Unfamiliar
with the violent nature of this remedy, I incautiously took a
spoonful of it. It all but killed me; but I had the satisfaction,
when I came to, of feeling tolerablysure that the influenza bacillus
had not survived it. Then, the rain having ceased, we went
out for a walk, and followed the road between the hills, which
were like streaks of wet peat beneath the cloudy sky. Eventually
we got out upon the uplands, where the mud was replaced by
soft quicksand and heather already swept dry by the stark wind
from the North Sea. Frensham Pond, like a waterworks denuded
of machinery, lay to leeward of us, with a shudder passing over
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